Sensitivity of knee replacement contact calculations to kinematic measurement errors.
The ability to measure in vivo knee kinematics accurately makes it tempting to calculate in vivo contact forces, pressures, and areas directly from kinematic data. However, the sensitivity of contact calculations to kinematic measurement errors has not been adequately investigated. To address this issue, we developed a series of sensitivity analyses derived from a validated in vivo computational simulation of gait. The simulation used an elastic foundation contact model to reproduce in vivo contact force, center of pressure, and fluoroscopic motion data collected from an instrumented knee replacement. Treating each degree of freedom (DOF) in the simulation as motion controlled, we first quantified how errors in measured relative pose of the implant components affected contact calculations. Pose variations of +/-0.1 mm or degree over the entire gait cycle changed maximum contact force, pressure, and area by 204, 100, and 117%, respectively. Larger variations of +/-0.5 mm or degree changed these same quantities by 1157, 108, and 578%, respectively. In both cases, the largest sensitivities were to errors in superior-inferior translation and varus-valgus rotation, with loss of contact occurring on one or both sides. We then quantified how switching the sensitive DOFs from motion to load control affected the sensitivity results. Pose variations of +/-0.5 mm or degree in the remaining DOFs changed maximum contact quantities by at most 3%. These results suggest that accuracy on the order of microns and milliradians is needed to estimate contact forces, pressures, and areas directly from in vivo kinematic measurements, and that use of load rather than motion control for the sensitive DOFs may improve the accuracy of in vivo contact calculations.